
Welcome to Alternative Armies uniformation for 56595 Von Mohlblume Line
a set of miniatures for use in Flintloque and Slaughterloo.  If you are interested
in these for your collection go to our website at www.alternative-armies.com and
use the search box.  In this article you will find background which you can work
into your games along with game statistics for Flintloque and for Slaughterloo.
This is a brand new force and as such we are introducing it here.  If it proves
popular it will be expanded.

AMID THE BIG DOGS
Not far from the great city of Prest near the Bonhundian border with the
Ostarian Empire is the small Dutchy of Von Mohlblume.  A collection of towns
and villages ruled by the young Duke Kurz Nase Von Mohlblume a cousin of
the Emperor Klaffenhund.  The dutchy is in a rare position in that it exists
within the Empire but has some autonomy as long as it contributes troops to the
war against the Ferach Empire.  This protected position, far from any enemies,
has bred a race of Dogmen with no natural foes.

Standing chest high to an Ostarian the Mohlblume are the smallest of the
Dogmen to be found in Urop.  They make up for this with a pugnacious attitude
and stocky strength.  Though in long marches they can often be heard wheezing
as they try to keep up with the other battalions.  They are uniformed and armed
by their own depots as they find typical Ostarian equipment too large.

The Duke has led his regiments against Mordred’s marshals in several campaigns
and also against the Confederation of Finklestein in the vicious Haarausfall War.
Which, though only weeks in duration, saw great losses against the Legions de
Nain. Confederation forces were defeated in the Battle of Kleine Beine but in
the effort there was much slobbering and passing of gas in the Pug ranks.

VON MOLTBLUME PUG DOGMAN INFANTRY
 Two  Battalions make up a Regiment which is taken from the Dutchy within the
Ostarian Empire. Each battalion contains one thousand at full muster and has
ten companies one of which is designated Light Troop and one Grenadier.
Each company has eighty Dogmen which are separated into two Platoons and a
headquarters element.  A Section normally has ten to fifteen Dogs including an
Officer, a lesser Officer, a couple of Sergeants, a musician and standard bearer,
the rest being Soldats. Line Infantry are armed with a Dwarf Musket MkII
Musket or in some cases Dwarf Blunderbusses, Officers have a Sword and or
Pistol, Sergeants have a Halberd.

Rules for Flintloque: When playing Flintloque treat this section as Dwarves
(due to their diminutive stature as Dogmen) Regular infantry with a typical
distribution of experience levels.  They are armed with Dwarf Musket MkII and
may also have a Standard Pistol or a Sword.  Refer to your Flintloque game book
to create your section in this case using Confederation of Finklestein Dwarves
for statistics.

Rules for Slaughterloo:

The line battalions of the Dutchy are solid and reliable troops which give a good
account of themselves on the battlefields of Urop.
STATUS & ARMAMENT: The Line Infantry are classed as Regular Infantry
armed with Standard Muskets.

Uniform Details: A purple jacket with white breeches and yellow facings, collar
and cuffs.  Black boots and a black tricorne along with golden buttons.  Some
battalions have a green jacket and a few a grey jacket.

Where To Go From Here: You will get best use from these titles.  Use 5030
Slaughterloo 2nd Edition and also 5028 Flintloque 3rd Edition Beir & Bones
game book. Though this new force does not feature the statistics for Dwarves
will give you good service. Miniatures which go well with these in scenarios are
any of the Ostarian Empire or Confederation of Finklestein.
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ARMY LIST FOR SLAUGHTERLOO

REGIMENT TROOP TYPE

(REGARD)
UNIT SIZE

RANGE

C L CB F FM MM DF M PC

Von Mohlblume Line Regular Infantry (R4) 8-20 15 10 5 5 2 3 3 10 15
Von Mohlblume Jagers Light Infantry (R5) 6-12 15 15 5 5 5 2 3 10 16

Von Mohlblume Artillery Foot Artillery (R2) 2-6 15
5

15
5

2 3 1 3 7 11

If you wish to use Dogmen of the Von Moltblume in your Finklestein Division then use the Ostarian Empire statistics here with a different name.
The ‘Regiment’ statistics given in this table apply to all units of that type in play regardless of their actual names in the background of Slaughterloo.  So you will use, for example, the
Line Infantry profile if your unit is the ‘9eme Regt du Ligne’ or the ‘43rd Foote’ and so on as long as your unit is named and acts as Line Infantry in play.  This gives you a lot of
flexibility with your troops. A blank entry in the table means this entry does not apply to that Regiment.
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